NOVEMBER 2011 NEWSLETTER
RECENT EVENTS
SOLEXOX S.A. NOVEMBER RUN
Our South Australian SolexOz group held their first ever run on Sunday November 13. There has been a
small group of Velosolex enthusiasts in Adelaide for many years but it has taken the drive and
encouragement of Rolf to organize the first Adelaide run this month.
Seven riders rode from Semaphore to Outer Harbour where an enjoyable stop was made. See write and
photos by Rolf up later in this newsletter
Congratulations from Melbourne members, we hope this will be just the start of many future runs. Well
done to the crow-eaters!

SOLEXOZ VIC.NOVEMBER RUN
Glen organized our Williamstown Run on Saturday November 12. Starting at Glen and Saskia’s and
traveling around the Hobson’s Bay to historic Williamstown. This was a perfect day in every way, blue
skies, 23 degrees and not a breath of wind, glorious day. We finished at the Spotswood café, sitting in
the courtyard under the shady trees over coffee and breakfast chatting and laughing, rounded off this
wonderful run. This was Jurgen’s first run as well as a first outing for Tiby’s recently imported 2200.
Participants on the day included; Glen on the ancient 330, Neil, John M and Geoff on 1700’s, Tiby on the
“new” 2200, Brian on the 3300, Frank on the 4600, Ern on the Pli with Saskia, Kerry and Jurgen on 3800’s.
Both Frank and Ern are recovering from foot injuries but this did not stop them from riding, well done
fellas.
A big thank you to Jurgen for taken many excellent photos (see photo page) and to Glen and Saskia for
organizing and hosting this very successful event.

OCTOBER BRIGHT ALPINE WEEKEND
Our first ever SolexOz weekend away took place on the 14 – 16 of October. John and Cath put together
this wonderful weekend staying at their Holiday Cottages in Bright and touring throughout this
spectacular Alpine region visiting Wineries, Café’s and Gourmet Food shops. The Rail trails in this area
are some of the best anywhere in Victoria and the ride up to the historic town of Beechworth was without
doubt one of the best rides we have ever done. Our sincere thanks to Cath and John for organizing this
great weekend and allowing us to use there beautiful accommodation for negligible cost. (See the Bright
Alpine Photo Page).
Those who enjoyed this top weekend were;
Neil, and John M. on 1700’s, Deidre on 3300, John F, Geoff and Pam on 3800’s, Don on 4600, Cath on
5000 and Joe on the Rex. Also attending the weekend were, Frank and Denise, Kerry and Elsie and Kids.

FUTURE EVENTS
MELBOURNE
Our next run in Melbourne will take place on the second weekend in December, the exact date and final
details are being planned at present and will be an Eastern Suburbs bush ride. Details will be sent out as
soon as they are finalized.

ADELAIDE
Rolf has advised us that Bill will be organizing the next run early in the New Year. This run will take in the
McLaren Vale wine growing region including visits to some of the Wineries and finishing off with a picnic
lunch in this beautiful area.

MARKET PLACE
________________________________________________________________________
MBK 3800
Frank has on offer this virtually unused 1986 Solex MBK. The MBK was the last proper Solex made in
France and this mint example (one of only two in Oz) was only recently unpacked from it original box. It
has traveled just 30 kms and rides just like a new bike should.
Every part is brand new, including tyres chrome etc. It is whisper quiet and very fast as well as being
extremely rare. Contact Frank on 03 9029 9789 or 0418 588625 but be quick!

_________________________________________________________________________________________

PLI-SOLEX
Ern has a fully rebuilt Pli-Solex (Pli for folding) for sale. The Pli is the rarest of all Solexes with only 2500
built and very few surviving worldwide.
This fine example has had an extensive rebuild including the following;

Fully stripped, grit blasted and powered coated in original orange

Two new original chrome wheels

All chrome fully refurbished

Fully stripped rebuilt motor using new parts

New and correct decals
This Solex rides very well and is just run in. Price $2300. Contact Ern on 03 9023 3807 or 0419 427247
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A stop to take in the fresh
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